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PREFACE

1. Welcome
Sincerely thank you for your trust and support in our company's products. 
We welcome you to join our user team. This product has a solid structure, 
stable and reliable performance, easy operation, and more importantly, it 
can present the beauty of sound. Whether you are a singer, instrument 
performer, or karaoke enthusiast, your performance can be better played 
as soon as possible.

1.1 Unpacking inspection
Open the box and inspect your new device. If damage is found, please notify 
the shipping company immediately. And as the consignee, you can claim 
compensation from the transportation company for damage caused during 
transportation.

1.2 Feature
The active directional antenna adopts a log periodic dipole array. Provide a 
2-in-1 high gain reception capability for wireless systems in the UHF 
frequency range of 500-950MHz, and the receiving frequency band covers 
the whole UHF channel. Provide ideal long distance and stable receiving 
performance for diversity UHF wireless systems. In addition, it may also be 
used as a common antenna for multi-channel wireless systems.

The  antenna distributor is designed for the application of long distance 
reception and transmitting. Such as gyms, concerts, theaters, and large 
performance venues, or some environments which can be blocked sight 
and receive. And it is easily to install and remove . portable to carried.

This antenna can be used with all UFH receivers. And provide directional 
coverage reception in a fixed frequency band with a 180 degree angle.. 
Compared to the standard antenna included with the receiver, the antenna 
booster can provide a 6dB RF signal boost at 50 ohms impedance.

The antenna is constructed with industrial standard glass copper and 
copper film coating, providing durability, corrosion resistance, UV 
resistance, shock resistance, and lightweight characteristics. It can 
perform for a long time and stably in different environments. The integrated 
TNC terminal of the antenna provides high-quality and low impedance 
characteristics, and can reduce the tension of the connecting line. Only 
use antennas for receivers or distribution systems that can provide 8V DC 
bias.
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Manufacturer`s Declarations

User`s Guide is for informational purpkses only and subject to change 
without notice

Front panel effect
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Service prompt

This machine is strong and durable and professional after-sales service at 
any time for you to solve the problem that may occur. Please pay attention 
to the signs posted on the machine:

Worldwide Services 
If necessary, you can go to the LAX designated repair center for repair
(Contact your local LAX dealer, or a list of repair centers provided by our 
company).In order to protect your rights and interests, please send the 
seller's warranty card, certificate of quality and the required items to the 
service center. They will provide you with the necessary explanation and 
repair service. Please pack it in the original product package and send it 
to the local repair center.

    When the product needs to be sent to the maintenance center for 
maintenance, you need to fill in the repair sheet attached to this manual 
with the corresponding information, describing the damaged condition, 
together with the warranty card and certificate of quality, put it in the 
product packing box and send it to the maintenance place. Please do not 
send the machine to be repaired separately from the maintenance 
documents and vouchers.

    In order to reduce unnecessary trouble, please use the original 
packaging of the product.

WARNING

    Please do not use luggage racks or any packaging without buffer 
protection to transport the machine, to avoid further damage to the 
product due to bumps on the way. Accessories such as cables and other 
parts of the machine do not need to be sent back together for maintenance.

Notes:
    In order to ensure adequate heat dissipation, please keep the equipment 
open around
    Keep the heat dissipation hole unobstructed
    Keep away from fire
    The equipment should be used at normal temperature
    Equipment should not be exposed to water droplets or splashes
    The terminal marked with danger warning mark on the equipment is a 
warning of danger live,  do not touch with hands. The connections to these 
terminals should be installed by trained personnel and use the lead or cord 
provided by the manufacturer.
    In order to facilitate the operation of the power adapter, keep enough 
space when working, if not used for a long time, please pull out from the 
socket..
    Batteries should not be exposed to environments such as sunlight, fire, or 
overheating.

WARNING

Do not place the machine in wet areas to 
prevent electric leakage or fire.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

Inside there is no spare parts do not open 
the back cover to avoid electric shock. Do 
not repair by yourself if necessary, please 
contact the seller

Indicates that it is suitable for 
safe use in areas below 2000 
meters above sea level.

This symbol means not 
insulated, do not touch 
to prevent electric shock.

This symbol indicates important 
operating requirements. Please 
read the user manual carefully Use recyclable paper for printing
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    The antenna installation should be higher than 1.8 meters.
    The antenna should be set in a position that can be straight to the 
transmitter and there is no obstacle within 1.5 meters
    The coaxial cable connecting the receiver and the antenna splitter should
be as short as possible.
    The antenna is easily affected by environmental factors when used 
outdoors. Please place the antenna in a dry position (moisture and rain will 
affect the energy efficiency and safety of TNC connectors and coaxial 
cables).

NOTES
Directional antenna technical parameters:

Antenna type Log periodic dipole array(LPDA)antenna

The working frequency band 500MHz-1GHz

Gain 6dB typical,maximum 10dB

Impedence 50,typical

Number of segments for 
wave guides 11 segments

VSWR <1.7:1

Direction Oval 180`Typical

Direction Polarity Vertical

Dimension 348X325X25mm

Connecting Terminal Fixed right-angel BNC pcb jack

Weight 310 Gram

Coating Dusky black

Antenna distribution amplifier technology index:

Anrenna distributor One divided to four

The working frequency band 500MHz-1 GHz

Gain 6-10dB

The output of external power 
supply 12V800MA

Working Voltage DC12V/2A
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Accessory List
1.DC connection cable
2.Wall hanging type bracket (selectable)
3.Stand hold adapter
4.User manual
5.Coaxial cable
6.Power adapter

Connection Diagram
(Choose one between 2 type of antennas)

Active antenna Part`s name & Functions

Active directional antenna

1.Active antenna booster module: 
to boost the receiving signal

2.RF indicator light: 
to display the antenna`s working situation.

3.TNC connector:
Connect the antenna cable to the antenna input connection base of the 
receiver or antenna distributor with an 8V DC power supply. 

4.Stand hold:
  Used for mounting on tripod brackets

ANT-B ANT-A
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Directional Antenna / Antenna divider Technical Parameter

1.Cabinet installation interface
2.Pre antenna installation interface
3.Power switch
4.Power / Voltage display window
5.USB power supply interface ( Max.2A)
6.USB power switch keypad

1.Signal input interface of Antenna B: 
Receiving the antenna signal, supply 8V DC to antenna

2.Signal output interface of Antenna B:  
Output the antenna `s signal 

3.Signal output interface of Antenna A:  
Output the antenna `s signal 

4.Signal input interface of Antenna A: 
Receiving the antenna signal, supply 8V DC to antenna

5.DC power output:  
for 12V / 800mA DC

6.AC power input:  
Host power socket

Installation Instructions

1.Set the bracket on the tripod or wall corner

2.Use the coaxial cable of the antenna to connect the two TNC joints of the 
active antenna with the antenna signal input interface B or A of the antenna 
splitter.
3.Turn on the power switch of the antenna distributor to light up the RF lamp 
on the antenna, which means that the antenna and the active amplifier 
module work normally.
4.Connect the signal output interface of antenna A with the coaxial cable 
used by antenna A of the receiver, connect the signal output interface of 
antenna B with the coaxial cable used by antenna B of the receiver, and turn 
on the receiver and transmitter.
5.Adjust the antenna orientation to obtain the best effect.

normal error

(Tripod)

Bracket adapter
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